
So What? - Product Benefits Analysis
Your business success or failure is based on your management's ability to retain and grow the loyal 
customer base. The customer loyalty is based on the quality of their experience. To maintain high quality 
customer experience, management needs to know their customer experience metrics that allows for quick 
corrective actions. For accurate and credible customer experience metric generation, management needs 
to capture high volume of quality feedback in real-time. Key to this is the our technology and domain 
expertise that boosts customer comfort significantly. Our system (Imprezza) is designed from ground up to 
do just that.
Imprezza Product Differentiation
• High volume (20X) feedback capture rate - our tablet is handed to the customer on location with 
functions to enhance customer comfort significantly.
• Credible high quality (nearly 5 star) feedback capture - due to GPS based location verification that our 
system uses.
• Real-time feedback capture on location – allows for event correlation with the feedback
• Designed for multi-location operation - deploy and manage hundreds to thousands of locations with the 
ease of one
• Not a single line of coding or IT support required - out of the box analysis and renditions - create a survey 
under 2 minutes
• Totally absolutely anonymous - no tracing back of customers that promotes honest rating and construc-
tive comments
• GPS based, requires zero configuration - no data entry - no staff training required - just power up the 
tablet on location
• Create corporate customer experience policy - visualize in color for quick corrective action - platinum 
service level offering that helps to keep metrics within corporate guidelines.
• Remote functions like rotate block, rotate screen background list, insert video clip, skip block, random 
reward – to improve customer fatigue, all without a single line of code
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Starburst BT   Product Overview

Success and Failure
Managing customer experience is a critical function for any multi-location opera-
tion. Success and failure of any operation can be traced directly to good and bad 
customer experience. 

Survey Approaches
There are many approaches to create a survey. Comment card, email or online are 
some of them with significant drawbacks. Our system is designed around handing 
out tablet/Smartphone at the end of the service. Analysis, charts and plots are pro-
vided on a secure login  management portal - watch it on your Laptop or Mac. Ad-
ditional feed is available for your backend analytics or a custom display.

Di�erentiation
Our system is specially designed to boost customer comfort level and reduce mo-
notony. It's totally anonymous with no traceability.  These two factors significantly 
improve the  quality of the feedback. A deep probing functionality of our system 
helps to uncover real customer issues. Add to this our passion to continuously 
innovate and incorporate latest in technologies and advances in domain expertise.

Improved Revenue
Large volume of quality feedback will help your management team to identify and  
fix real customer issues.  This, in turn improves your customer's experience signifi-
cantly.  Happy customers are loyal customers. According to domain experts, retain-
ing and expanding the loyal customer base  translates directly to measurable 
improvement in your company revenue stream.  
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